Fovant Water Meadows

Many riverside meadows have flooded naturally but the first recorded use of deliberate flooding of fields was
not until the early 17th century. In 1610 Roland Vaughn published ‘The Most Approved and Long Experienced
Water Workes’ which described his work in Herefordshire. He had connections with the Earl of Pembroke, who
embraced the new ideas enthusiastically. There are early mentions of ‘wet meads’ and ‘water closes’ at
Barford St Martin, Dinton, Chilmark and Teffont. This last could very well be the Fovant meadows which are
sited on the Nadder River opposite Teffont Mill and there are few signs of meadows on the Teffont side of the
river. By the 1650s watering of meadows was well established at Sutton Mandeville.

Water meadow systems opposite Sutton Mill still visible today
This photo taken by M.McKenzie 2005

The added value of floated land (The term ‘flooding was not used. ‘Drowning ‘ or ‘floating’ were
preferred.) was recorded in the Church Warden’s accounts of rates to be paid to the Parish. Dry or
unwatered land was charged at 12s 0d per acre whereas watered meadows were 24s. 0d. The
improved farming advantages soon became apparent. The gently moving water prevented the
ground from freezing during the winter allowing grass to grow much earlier than on undrowned
fields. Sheep could be grazed on the first flush during the day. They were then driven to the nearby
higher fields where they were enclosed by hurdles for the night. The breed used by Wiltshire farmers
conveniently produced their ‘fertiliser’ only at night therefore keeping the water meadows clean but
providing well manured fields for growing crops when spring arrived.

How a water meadow works
Water meadows work by controlling the level of water from the river through carriers so that a
continuous trickle of water flows over the enclosed land. This raises the temperature of the ground
and allows early growth of grass which can be grazed by sheep which are fold over night on land
which will be ploughed and sown with crops.
The river is controlled by a ware, several hatches which can be raised or lowered. Upstream the top
carrier is controlled by the top hatch so water can flow into the mains which overflow down the
slopes or panes into the drains which carry the water away quickly to the river again

Roughly worked stones and metal used to build the hatches to control the flow of water on Manor
Farm, Fovant
The Fovant Water Meadows drew water extensively from the Nadder River but also from Fovant
Stream as it flowed from the springs at West Farm to join the Nadder. The drowned fields stretched
from what later became the water cress beds and is now an ornamental lake.
The costs of establishing water meadows were high and the work difficult, needing skilled men to plan
and execute the building of hatches in fast flowing rivers and creating the main carriers, slopes and
drains necessary to keeping the water flowing slowly across the land.

Later, after the first flush of growth had been utilized by the sheep, they were driven to the Downs
where they thrived on the rougher grasses and wild flowers which abounded there. The grass on the
meadows was allowed to grow and provide hay for winter feeding of stock. Because the continual
movement of stock and harvesters the maintenance of the carriers and drains was a never-ending
task. The flow of water needed to be constantly monitored making it necessary for the Drowner and
his staff to live on the spot. Foundations and garden boundaries of these houses can still be seen in
Little Coppice and Barn Ground.

The names of the fields on the Enclosures Map of 1778 give an indication of the position of the water
meadows
This map was drawn by FHIG member Liz Harden.

Many signs of hatches remain along the banks and the carriers and ditches can be clearly seen even after 70
years of neglect. The main Carrier brought the water to a central point from which several hatches could
control the drowning of various areas.

The ‘control centre’ from where the flow of water could be directed to different areas of the meadows.

Carriers and drains are still visible although no maintenance has taken place since the 1930s.

The drains were protected from too much damage caused by the movement of stock and farm workers
harvesting the hay crop in late summer. Note that the bridge does not have mortar between the bricks.

The water meadows established by Lord Pembroke extended from Sutton Mandeville to Wilton and
can be clearly seen still during wet weather at Barford St Martin and Burcombe. The millers and
farmers of Barford were not pleased as the water level sometimes became too low to work the mills.
They took him to court – to no avail.
One of the hatches at Burcombe has been restored.
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